Announcing these exciting new masonry wall units:

A textured-face unit.
A thru-wall unit.
A unit made in custom colors.
A labor-saving, low total cost unit.

Great news, they’re all the same unit.

It’s the new TextaWall masonry unit.

Masonry walls with a beautiful face.
Quality, textured walls. In your choice of dozens of exciting custom colors. Including arctic white.
Walls to be proud of.

Made from the new TextaWall thru-wall masonry units. Each unit is both a 8” or 12” deep construction block and a 4” x 16” sculptured facing unit. All in one unit.

Best news from Best: New TextaWall masonry walls cost less per square foot. Erection on the job is fast with fewer masonry units to handle. And the higher the wall, the less it costs per square foot.

Thru-wall design with integral facing eliminates the need for a separate 4” deep facing. That gives you 4” of additional interior space.

Absorption is less than 5%, compared to approximately 8% for brick and 30% for concrete block. Compressive strength is three times greater per square inch than for block.

New TextaWall masonry walls have more than just a beautiful face. Call or write for full details.

Best Block Company, 30901 Five Mile Road, Livonia, Michigan 48154. Phone: (313) 291-8000.

TextaWall™
split-face, thru-wall
custom color masonry walls.
Greetings

From the Membership

The Detroit AGC Chapter

REGULAR MEMBERS

Acton Construction Company
Adair-Chalcott Constr. Co.
Armstead Construction Co.
Askenazy Construction Co.
Auch Company, Geo. W.
Barrett & Hollick, Inc.
Barton & Barton Company
Barton-Harbourne Company
Barton-Malow Company
Bass Constr. Co., Geo. A.
Birmingham Construction Co.
C & C/Bohrer Constr. Co.
Candler-Rushe, Inc.
Chase Company, The
Christopher Construction Co.
Cole Construction Company
Colley Company, John
Couse & Company, Walter L.
Cronk & Tocco, Inc.
Cronk, Inc., Bernard F.
Dailey & Company, R. E.
Darin & Armstrong, Inc.
Diefenbacher & Company
Dupuis Company, A. J.
Etkin Construction Co., A. J.
Ferguson Constr. Co., J. A.
Forden Company, F. W.
Freedman, Inc., J. A.
Freeman-Dalring, Inc.
Hyatt Construction Company
Johnson & Son, Inc., C. A.
Johnson, Inc., Paul H.
Jutton-Kelly Company
Korneffel Company, E. C.
Kruske Company
Kummer Construction Co.
Kutsche & Company, A. W.
Lalewicz, Inc., Matthew
Law Company, The
Leslie Construction Company
Leto Construction Company
Lewis Company, C. D.
Lynn Construction, Inc., B. C.
McCarthy & Smith, Inc.
McIntosh, Inc., George
Marsh Construction Co., T. H.
Martin Construction Co., F. H.
Miller, Inc., F. J.
Monahan, Inc., Edward V.
Moriarty Construction Co., J. V.
Muzzin & Vincenti, Inc.
Nelson Constr. Co., Donald J.
Osgood Company, Inc., Harry D.
Palmer-Smith Company
Piper Company, P. H.
Powell Gen'l Contr., Co., E. E.
Pulte Construction Company
Pyramid Construction Company
Ragnar Benson, Inc.
Raymond Concrete Pile Div.
Reisdorf & Sons, Inc., C. H.
Robillard Co., R. C.
Rogers Co., Maurice V.
Roth, Wadkins & Wise, Inc.
Schiller Construction Company
Schurter Construction Company
Schurter Constr./Utley-James, Inc.
Shmina & Sons Co., A. Z.
Smith, Inc., Alfred A.
Smith & Andrews Constr. Co.
Spencer, White & Prentis, Inc.
Strobl Construction Company
Taubman Company, Inc., The
Utley-James, Inc.
Van Kampen Co., Robert
Van Kampen Construction Company
Viking Contracting Company
Walbridge, Aldinger Company
Walbridge, Aldinger Company & Huber, Hunt & Nichols, Inc.
Wash Constr. Co., Inc., G. E.
Waterford Construction Company
Weitz Company, Inc., The
Wittman Constr. Co., Inc., E. H.
Woods Construction Company

AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Bigelow-Liptak Corporation
Ceco Corporation, The
Charders Company, The
Colasanti Cement Floor Company
Curran Crane Co., J. J.
Diversified Construction Co.
Fastdecks, Inc.
Gibraltar Floors, Inc.
Haberkorn & Company, C. H.
Hydraulic Concrete Breaking
Jones & Simpson, Inc.
Laramie & Sons Co., Gordon F.
Mid-Western Valley Constr.
Miskiewicz Contr., Inc., R. H.
Michigan Boiler & Engineering
Nardoni Floor Company
Nelson-Mill Company
Patent Scaffolding Company
Petrucci, Inc.
Rebar Suppliers & Engineers, Inc.
Safeway Steel Products
Scaffolding, Inc.
Sivier Construction Company
Western Waterproofing Company

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Burke, Inc., Cyril J.
Continental Casualty Company
Cruickshank, Murdock & Suliburk, Inc.
Cornish-Mowers Agency
Denneney Agency, Inc., The
Detroit Bank & Trust Company
Detroit Edison Company
Detroit Insurance Company
Doner, Mayhew, Grob & McNamara
Fidelity & Deposit Company of Maryland
Hausman Corporation
Huron Portland Cement Co.
Letts Industries, Inc.
Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
Medusa Portland Cement Co.
Michigan Mutual Liability Co.
National Bank of Detroit
Paris Agency, R. E.
Peerless Division American Cement Corporation
Pioneer-Detroit, Div. of SOS Consolidated Inc.
Propane Services, Inc.
Puritan Agency, Inc.
Reliance Insurance Company
Strelinger Co., Chas. A.
Tolley & Associates, Inc., Russell M.
Touch, Ross, Bailey & Smart
Travelers Indemnity Co., The
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
Wallich Lumber Company
Wikerson Agency, Inc.
Wyandotte Chemical Corporation
Cement Division

SUSTAINING MEMBERS

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Burke, Inc., Cyril J.
Continental Casualty Company
Cruickshank, Murdock & Suliburk, Inc.
Cornish-Mowers Agency
Denneney Agency, Inc., The
Detroit Bank & Trust Company
Detroit Edison Company
Detroit Insurance Company
Doner, Mayhew, Grob & McNamara
Fidelity & Deposit Company of Maryland
Hausman Corporation
Huron Portland Cement Co.
Letts Industries, Inc.
Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
Medusa Portland Cement Co.
Michigan Mutual Liability Co.
National Bank of Detroit
Paris Agency, R. E.
Peerless Division American Cement Corporation
Pioneer-Detroit, Div. of SOS Consolidated Inc.
Propane Services, Inc.
Puritan Agency, Inc.
Reliance Insurance Company
Strelinger Co., Chas. A.
Tolley & Associates, Inc., Russell M.
Touch, Ross, Bailey & Smart
Travelers Indemnity Co., The
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
Wallich Lumber Company
Wikerson Agency, Inc.
Wyandotte Chemical Corporation
Cement Division

PROVISIONAL MEMBERS

Schulz Co., W. E.

NOW IN ITS 57th YEAR OF INDUSTRY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE "One General Contract — The Key to LOWER Construction Costs Through Undivided Responsibility."

The Associated General Contractors of America, Detroit Chapter, Inc.

WILLIAM E. STEWART, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

18100 SCHAEFER HIGHWAY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48235 DI 1-4171
help your client get the most for his energy dollar

Consumers Power Company can provide information about energy uses that will help you assure your client that he will get the most efficient utilization of the energy he pays for. We offer many advisory services by trained and experienced personnel at no cost to you. These services are offered to assist you in your business — to meet your specific needs.

Call or write George C. Way,
Consumers Power Company,
General Offices – 212 W. Michigan Avenue,
Jackson, Michigan, Phone (517) 788-0862;
or Marketing Department at any of the Company’s 15 Division Offices
NEW WOOD LINE
PARK & PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

The warm natural look and feel of wood, highlights a complete new line of playground equipment by Game Time. These versatile units fit into the natural surroundings and provide a wealth of playground fun for children of every age. The Arch Climber pictured is only one of many wood play units designed to bring a new world of fun to playgrounds everywhere. All units are designed for easy installation, are precision drilled, and include complete instructions.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE

Mail to: Herbert Jennings, Inc., Box 308, Litchfield, Mich. 49252

☐ Please send FREE 80-page color catalog
☐ Have a salesman call

Name ____________________________________________
Title ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ____________________________________ State ________ Zip ________
Phone __________________________ Area ______________

Herbert Jennings Incorporated
Litchfield, Michigan
517 - 542-2916
President's Report

Almon Durkee, AIA
President, Michigan Society of Architects

The Officers and the Board of Directors of the Society for 1971 were acutely aware that architects throughout the state have had, for quite some time, a mounting concern as to the purpose, aims and relevancy of M.S.A. and the entire A.I.A. movement. With considerable sympathy for this attitude, they set about this year to do something about this concern. They recognized that considerable effort is necessary to handle the routine day-by-day items and that the Society has often been thrust into a reactionary, defensive posture. However, this year they wanted to reach out beyond and identify, initiate and organize active programs that were of distinct interest and relevancy to the profession and to the membership. In addition, the Society recognized the need to examine the M.S.A. operations and to evaluate its mission, programs, organizational and operational structure.

We would like to share with you some of the things we've done this year and/or tried to do this year, and hope to continue in the years ahead.

TASK FORCE

Immediately following the national AIA Convention in Detroit, the Society established a task force of Howard Hakken, Chairman, Richard Albyn (Detroit), Clarke Harris (Mid-Michigan), Thomas Sedgewick (Flint), and Jay Pettitt (Detroit) who defined its charge as:

1. Describe the mission of M.S.A.—consider its relationship to the mission of the individual chapter components.
2. Outline related M.S.A. programs and functions—indicate their relative priorities.
3. Determine optional organizational and operational structure pertinent to M.S.A. mission, programs and functions—compare their potential degrees of effectiveness.
4. Evaluate organizational and operating structure as regards related costs and funding.
5. Prepare a report and recommendations for review by the M.S.A. board and individual chapter boards.
This task force was initially charged to present a complete report and recommendations to the M.S.A. board on November 30, 1971. However, the intense deliberations of this task force during the fall revealed the need for more time to examine their charges and a request for more time accordingly. The schedule for the report from this task force is a presentation to the M.S.A. board on February 15, 1972, review by the individual component chapter boards and members during the month thereafter, and consideration and possible action at the annual M.S.A. business conference in Detroit in March, 1972.

STATE FEE COMMITTEE

This committee, chaired by Robert Bell of Traverse City, has been extremely active throughout the year and was hopeful of getting a revised description of services and an adjusted fee schedule by the end of the year. We feel the efforts of this committee have been extremely effective, convincing the many State Agencies involved in these deliberations of the need for the long overdue adjustment in architectural-engineering fees. We understand that only minor concerns are holding up approval of this adjustment, which will request additional services from the architect (most of whom throughout the state have been providing without the benefit of additional compensation) at a increase in fees of about 20%. We anticipate final approval within one month.

In the year ahead, and with the anticipated acceptance of a revised State Fee Schedule, the Society plans to examine the M.S.A. Recommended Minimum Fee Schedule.

SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ARCHITECTURE

Although not a function of M.S.A., but of considerable interest to the membership, is the recent establishment and appointment by the Governor of an eleven man special commission on architecture, of which five are M.S.A. members and chaired by Robert Bell of Traverse City. This commission will evaluate all existing Michigan systems for the planning, design, construction, financial, and management of state projects, with the study reaching out into other states as well in an effort to establish the suggestions and failures that other states have experienced. This commission is to advise, recommend and assist the many agencies in our state that are involved in architecture.

REGISTRATION STUDY COMMITTEE

This activity, handled for M.S.A. by William Lyman, Lou Menk and Bruce Smith, is a follow-up to the revisions to Public Act No. 240 occurring as a result of the litigation of 1970. Now that we have separate boards, but legally covered under one act, the need became apparent to clarify our relative positions and offer suggestions for revisions to the act, particularly long range.

An outcropping of this study committee was the development of a “position paper” which was adopted at the mid-summer conference at Mackinac Island in August, 1971. This statement, circulated throughout the state, became very controversial, particularly with the engineers. However, its purpose was to articulate a posture of the architects in the state and, even though controversial, did serve to get some thoughts on paper which could be thoroughly discussed, considered and evaluated.

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

This committee, chaired by William Lyman, has been the “watch dog” of proposed legislation affecting architects. Included in this activity has been response by the Society to many bills, including:

- House Bill #4845: Standard plans for school buildings: Opposed by M.S.A.
- House Bill #4368: Prohibit the construction of prefabricated school building: Not in support by M.S.A.
- House Bill #4233: Establishment of a Scenic Area Commission: Supported by M.S.A.
- House Bill #5314: Preservation of Senate Bill #850: Insuring that every governmental jurisdiction in Michigan would have an adequate construction code: Supported by M.S.A.
- House Bill #5252: Creation of a Construction Code Commission which would promulgate construction rules: Supported by M.S.A.
- Senate Bill #517: Highway Advertising Act of 1971: Opposed by M.S.A.
- House Bill #4390: Outdoor Advertising Control Act of 1971: Encouraged re-examination and enactment by M.S.A.
- School Bulletin #412: Participated with the State Fire Safety Board in review and proposed revisions.

Many, many people contributed to many other activities throughout the year, including activities such as:

- Firm Membership (Sam Popkin): Approximately $19,000.00 has been collected on a voluntary basis during the year, expressing support by the firms throughout the state of our programs.
- Continuing Education Program (William Jarratt): A number of programs were held throughout the year, all of which were well attended, self-supporting and of great value to the participants.
- Monthly Bulletin (Howard Hakken): Issued monthly, with continually good editorial and pictorial content. The financial position of the Bulletin is beginning to look healthy.
- Joint Committee on Employment Practices (William Jarratt): An activity which is increasingly becoming of interest to all firms in the state as union activity becomes more and more apparent.

And finally, the Society reacted to such things as the allegations of improprieties between the Building Division and Smith, Hinchenman and Grylls, assistance to the state in their search for a Director for the Bureau of Facilities Management, the establishment of a committee consisting of architects and contractors to study new approaches to construction management for the state, etc., etc. It was a busy year, frantic at times, but a year in which we feel some progress was made in activities which do relate to the membership. With the new year, these programs will be continued and expanded in an even more effective way in our search for the Society to serve its members.
Michigan Society of Architects 1972 Board of Directors

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

Ann Stacy, Executive Director  28 West Adams, Detroit 48226  (313) 965-4100

Officers

President  . Howard Hakken  Secretary  . Leslie Tincknell
Vice President  . William Jarratt  Treasurer  . Alvin Earnsworth

Directors

Richard Albyn  John Dawson  Almon Durkee
Robert Alpern  Bernard DeVries  Samuel Popkin
Tivadar Balogh  Carter Strong

Clarence Rosa, FAIA, Director, Michigan Region, The American Institute of Architects

Membership in the Michigan Society of Architects includes all Corporate members of the American Institute of Architects assigned by the Institute to A.I.A. Chapters in Michigan and The Michigan Society of Architects and all Professional Associate and Associate members of the eight A.I.A. Chapters in Michigan.

Honorary membership in the Michigan Society of Architects has been awarded to:

Orville H. Bauer, AIA  C. Allen Harlan  William G. Milliken
1600 Madison Avenue  24000 Telegraph Rd.  State Capitol Building
Toledo 2, Ohio  Southfield, Michigan 48075  Lansing, Michigan 48933
Marvin Brokaw  Harlan Hatcher  Frank North
1415 Trumbull  University of Michigan  2000 Second Blvd.
Detroit, Michigan 48216  Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104  Detroit, Michigan
Donald Bruggink  Dr. Karl Haas  Raymond S. Kastendieck, FAIA
Western Theological Seminary  Fisher Bldg.  128 Glen Park Avenue
86 E. 12 Street  Detroit, Michigan 48202  Gary, Indiana
Holland, Mich. 49423

Wilfred F. Clapp, Director  Raymond S. Kastendieck, FAIA
School Organization & Plant  128 Glen Park Avenue
Dept. of Public Instruction  Gary, Indiana
Lansing, Michigan
Edward D. Connor, Councilman  Paul R. Marshall
1340 City-County Building  15925 McNichols Road, West
Detroit, Michigan 48226  Detroit, Michigan 48202
Hawks Ferry  J. Gardner Martin
25 Moorland  809 New Center Bldg.
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48236  Detroit, Michigan 48202
Marshall Fredericks  George H. Miehls
4113 N. Woodward Ave.  15362 Stahelin Ave.
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067  Detroit, Michigan 48223

Joseph Tuchman, AIA
88 South Portage Path
Akron, Ohio

John A. Woerpel
Detroit News
Detroit, Michigan 48213

Joseph P. Wolff
8491 E. Outer Dr.
Detroit, Michigan 48213

W. Stewart Woodfill
Grand Hotel
Mackinac Island, Michigan
Detroit Chapter

OFFICERS

President .................. Mark Jaroszewicz
Vice President .............. Karl Greimel
Secretary .................. James Kinville
Treasurer .................. Lyn Graziani

DIRECTORS

Richard Albyn
Hideo Fujii

HONORARY MEMBERS

Jack Armstrong
Ernest A. Baumgarth
Lillian Jackson Braun

Jerome P. Cavanagh
Walter Couse
Leonard Kasle

Carl Konzelman
Clyde L. Palmer
Joseph Parducci

Paul Reid
Ann Stacy
Willis Woods

CORPORATE MEMBERS

Abrams, Henry J.
800 Livernois Ave., Ferndale, 48220

Adair, Richard D.
15540 Agnew Place, Southfield, 48075

Adams, William J.
894 South Adams, Birmingham, 48011

Agee, Aubrey C.
564 Hendrie, Detroit, 48202

Agree, A. Arnold
27340 Willowgreen Court, Franklin, 48025

Agree, Charles N.
14330 W. McNichols, Detroit, 48235

Akitt, William R. (E)
5752 Calvin Way, San Diego, CA, 92120

Albert, Roy E.
19341 Devonshire Road, Birmingham, 48009

Albyn, Richard K.
1191 W. Square Lake Road,
Bloomfield Hills, 48013

Alfaro, Mitchell
14900 Faust, Detroit, 48223

Allen, John A.
23811 Liberty, Farmington, 48024

Allen, Maurice B., Jr.
4325 Derry Road, Bloomfield Hills, 48013

Alles, Donald C.
15515 W. McNichols Road, Detroit, 48221

Alpern, Robert B.
1500 N. Woodward, Suite 239,
Birmingham, 48011

Anderson, Dennis C.
10005 Garden Avenue, Livonia, 48150

Anderson, Werner B.
16131 Neguin, Detroit, 48240

Annala, Aaro J.
345 New Center Bldg., Detroit, 48202

Arens, Frank E.
1565 Woodward, Terrace 5,
Birmingham, 48011

Argenta, John P.
21840 W. 9 Mi., Southfield, 48075

Ashor, Edward R.
21 W. Grisdale, Detroit, 48203

Askew, Lyall H.
441 W. Robinwood, Detroit, 48203

Aubrey, Banquier M.
29805 Woodland Drive, Southfield, 48075

Avrin, Gerald M.
27689 Doreen, Farmington, 48024

Bacon, Theodore V.
29 Oakdale Blvd.,
Pleasant Ridge 48069

Bagley, Alfred J. (E)
116 Tennyson, Highland Park, 48203
Baideri, Michelangelo
3424 Nottingham, Grosse Pte. Park, 48230
Baran, Edward G.
850 S. Pemberton Road,
Bloomfield Hills, 48013
Bartlett, Francis O.
226 Walnut Blvd., Rochester, 48063
Bassett, Arthur F.
1262 Whittier Road,
Grosse Pointe, 48230
Basso, Victor J.
301 W. 8 Mile Road, Detroit, 48206
Bauman, Keith S.
14196 Arcola, Livonia, 48154
Baylerian, George M.
1155 Stephens Dr. Jr., Warren, 48089
Beam, Harold A.
14200 Woodmont Road, Detroit, 48227
Becker, Byron H.
29900 Lorraine, Warren, 48093
Becker, Ernest N.
3070 Geneva Ave., Dearborn, 48124
Beche, James H.
2140 Belle Vernon, Rochester, 48063
Belco, Mosse (E)
3444 Second Blvd., Detroit, 48226
Benda, Ivan
21297 Mahon, Southfield, 48075
Benjamin, Glenn H. (E)
1222 Forest Dr., Kalamazoo, 49002
Bentley, Clarence
1922 W. Square Lake Road.
Grosse Pointe Farms, 48236
Bertram, Frederic A. Jr.
530 Pincon Dr., Lake Orion 48035
Bickford, Jackson (E)
29166 Gheode, Warren, 48093
Bigicare, Frederick J.
51 Devonshire, Pleasant Ridge, 48009
Biggers, Henry C., Jr.
23817 Wohlfill, Taylor, 48180
Binder, Harold
32290 Westlady Dr., Birmingham, 48010
Birkerts, Gunnar (E)
1830 E. Tahquamenon.
31 Devonshire, Pleasant Ridge, 48069
Blair, Alvin F.
3570 Squirrel Rd., Bloomfield Hills, 48013
Blair, John O. (E)
264 Stephens Rd.
Grosse Point Farms, 48236
Blake, C. Robert (E)
18218 Stoelpel Ave., Detroit, 48221
Blessing, Charles A. (F)
801 City-County Bldg., Detroit, 48226
Bliven, Albert R.
11355 Stephens Dr., Warren, 48089
Blum, Sigmund F.
801 City-County Bldg., Detroit, 48226
Blume, Louis J.
24875 Towne Road, Apt. 523,
Southfield, 48075
Boe, Roger
11555 Stephens Dr., Warren, 48089
Boaglio, Michael A.
18389 Stratford Dr., Southfield, 48075
Boore, George B.
2902 Clairview, Dearborn Heights, 48127
Boy, Richard J.
22950 W. 12 Mile, Southfield, 48075
Braden, James G.
12152 Lake Shore Dr., LaSalle, 48145
Bragg, Stanley
22 Oxford Rd., Pleasant Ridge, 48069
Brauning, Frederick
22013 Revere, St. Clair Shores, 48080
Brehm, Richard A.
21311 W. 10 1 2 Mile Road, Southfield, 48075
Bregman, George B. (E)
517 Oxford, Ann Arbor, 48104
Broeker, Erwin L.
22128 Grand River, Detroit, 48219
Brown, H. Sanborn
83 Meadow Lane,
Grosse Pointe Farms, 48236
Brown, Keith Allen
656 Bloomfield Court, Birmingham, 48009
Brown, Paul B. (F)
2765 Ayrshire Dr., Bloomfield Hills, 48013
Buczkowski, Anthony T.
1276 Alcoy St., Detroit, 48205
Burns, Jack K. (E)
P.O. Box 85, 212 W. Lafayette.
Romeo, 48065
Carne, Frederick H.
32221 Maryland, Livonia, 48150
Carsen, Frank S. (E)
309 Virginia Avenue, Ann Arbor, 48103
Caverne, Thomas G.
2065 Linden, Dearborn, 48124
Chamberland, R. Jerome
1191 W. Square Lake Road,
Bloomfield Hills, 48013
Chamberlain, Donald R.
23153 Cleveland St., Dearborn, 48214
Chamberlain, James F.
7229 Woodward, Royal Oak, 48073
Champlin, Robert D.
25673 Mulroy, Southfield, 48075
Cheung, Francis S.
25000 Stratford Place, Oak Park, 48237
Clark, Erroll R.
6225 Burger Court, Dearborn Hts., 48127
Clausen, Robert C.
14576 Rosemont, Detroit, 48223
Cleland, Wallace B.
13 Norwich, Pleasant Ridge, 48009
Cobb, Sidney W.
16501 Wildermere, Detroit, 48221
Cohan, George R.
14531 Bishop, Oak Park, 48237
Colbert, Edward, Jr.
1019 Irving, Royal Oak, 48067
Cole, Lyle S. (E)
101 Cambridge, Pleasant Ridge, 48069
Colton, Bernard W.
10811 Puritan Ave., Detroit, 48238
Confer, Ross M.
4066 W. Maple Road, Birmingham, 48010
Cowin, Julian R. (E)
3207 Pinecrest, Sarasota, FL, 33580
Cox, Cyril F. (E)
20160 Stratford Road, Detroit, 48221
Craven, George L.
11514 Fisher Rd., Belleville, 48111
Creaser, William H. (E)
19890 San Quentin, Lathrup Village, 48037
Crombe, James G.
22690 Madison Dr., St. Clair Shores, 48081
Cunningham, Harold C.
345 New Center Bldg., Detroit, 48202
D'Alessandro, J. Robert
9014 Chalmers, Detroit, 48213
Daniel, Gustaf R.
36001 Harper, Mt. Clemens, 48043
Dabbressee, Theodore
7062 Allen Road, Allen Park, 48101
Davies, Lester H.
16240 May Ave., Allen Park, 48107
Davis, Stanley J.
43700 Six Mile Road, Northville, 48167
Dean, Frank E. (E)
219 1/2 S. Superior, Box 207, Albion 49224
DeBarde, James R.
61 N. Walnut St., Mt. Clemens, 48043
De Coster, Ferruccio P.
1937 James Couzens, Detroit, 48235
Demiene, William L.
947 Henrietta St., Birmingham, 48019
Denyes, Harry M., Jr.
10 W. Huron, Suite 207, Pontiac, 48058
Derkowski, Joseph F.
37218 Sunnydale, Livonia, 48145
DeVries, Robert H.
47433 N. Gratiot, Mt. Clemens, 48043
Dezur, Robert D.
4123 Meadow Way, Birmingham, 48010
Diamond, William E., II
18305 Riopelle, Detroit, 48203
Dickens, Lewis M.
1332 Oakridge, Apt. 302, E. Lansing, 48823
DiComo, Donald A.
18400 Grand River, Detroit, 48223
Diehl, George F.
120 Madison Ave., Detroit, 48226
Diehl, Gerald G. (F)
120 Madison Ave., Detroit, 48226
Di Laura, Eugene L., Jr.
27231 Rubele Ave., St. Clair Shores, 48081
Dohmen, Anton G. (E)
15494 Southfield Road, Detroit, 48223
Dole, Walter M. (E)
1676 W. Saratoga, Ferndale, 48220
Donke, Robert J.
727 Woods Lane,
Grosse Pointe Woods, 48236
Downes, Michael
23123 Coolidge, Oak Park, 48237
Drake, Bernard K.
5600 Crabtree Road, Birmingham, 48010
Dubuque, Richard J.
28551 Southfield Road,
Lathrup Village, 48075
Dunlap, Manuel D.
360 W. Beaver Road, Troy, 48084
Durkee, Almon J.
950 N. Hunter Blvd., Birmingham, 48011
Dysert, Gary
4125 Somerset, Detroit, 48224
Dyserowski, Frank A.
485 W. Milwaukee, Detroit, 48202
Dyuzerman, John
4900 Balfour, Detroit, 48224
Eastman, R. C. (E)
233 Crest St., Ann Arbor, 48103
Ebejer, Thomas M.
23555 Edinburgh Place, Southfield, 48075
Ellenboum, Raymond W.
26066 Wexford, Warren, 48091
Ehresman, Dale J.
5919 Haverhill, Detroit, 48224
Kagawa, Wallace K.
6795 Bloomfield Lane, Birmingham, 48010
Kamp, Ervin E.
23276 Bonair, Dearborn Hts., 48127
Kann, Norman K. (E)
606 Whitmore, Apt. 107, Detroit, 48203
Katz, David L
345 New Center Bldg., Detroit, 48202
Kilgore, Louis D., Jr.
3433 Bennington Ct., Birmingham, 48010
Kinville, James E.
17515 W. 9 Mile Road, Suite 825.
R.F.D. 1, Vermontville, 48096
Kimball, Edgar R. (E)
112 Madison Ave., Detroit, 48226
Kissinger, Stewart S.
18000 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe, 48224
Kinley, W.Umer H. (E)
1225 White St., Ann Arbor, 48104
Kilgore, James A.
Mgr. Design Div., Construction Dept.,
2727 Second Ave., Detroit, 48232
Kilgore, Louis D., Jr.
3433 Bennington Ct., Birmingham, 48010
Kimball, Edgar R. (E)
P.O. Box 934, Belleville, IL, 62223
King, Christopher J. (E)
R.F.D. 1, Vermontville, 49096
King, Harry S.
17515 W. 9 Mile Road, Suite 825,
Southfield, 48075
King, Sol (F)
345 New Center Bldg., Detroit, 48202
Kinnville, James E.
18000 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe, 48224
Kissinger, Stewart S.
22040 Watsonia, Dearborn, 48128
Klaetke, Frank W.
606 Fine Arts Bldg., 58 W. Adams Ave.,
Detroit, 48226
Klausmeyer, Thomas H.
3107 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, 48202
Kloian, Michael M.
9014 Chalmers, Detroit, 48213
Knox, William D. (E)
4455 Duhme Road,
St. Petersburg, FL, 33708
Kochanowski, Alfred S., Jr.
1745 Cole, Birmingham, 48008
Kohls, Leon H.
32500 Dolly Madison Dr.,
Madison Heights, 48071
Kohner, Alex
22729 Bellbrook Drive, Southfield, 48075
Kramer, William E. (E)
294 N.E. 42nd Street,
Pompano Beach, FL, 33064
Krzeminski, Stanley E.
23312 Colonian Ct., St. Clair Shores, 48080
Ku, William
1131 Lenox, Bloomfield Hills, 48013
Kurz, Theodore E.
354 Purlitan, Birmingham, 48009
Kunther, John M.
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Detroit Chapter President’s Report
by Richard K. Albyn, AIA

If I were to be asked to evaluate the climate and attitude surrounding Chapter activities this year, I would have to say that it has been a year of questioning—questioning and testing. Throughout the last 10 months, the membership and the Board have examined the past history and future goals of the Chapter and the Institute, debating the relevancy of our activities.

I cannot imagine that many will find this to be an unusual situation. The same kind of re-evaluation is being applied to almost every aspect of life and living in these times when the written record and the visible result are so obviously divergent. Relative to our profession, questions are being asked not only by the young architect-in-training and the young practitioner, but also by those of us with a respectable number of years of professional experience and Institute membership under our belts. We are all questioning. We are all testing the relevancy.

It has not been a sensational year of achievement for the Chapter and the Board and I will not try to paint any such picture. Some few things have succeeded as many others have failed. But—we did not just “keep house.”

Among the successful efforts was the joint issuance by the AIA-MSA of the Statement on Architectural Competitions for Significant Public Buildings which was sponsored by the Detroit Chapter. This document, painstakingly developed by the Chapter Advisory Committee, went on record to state the Chapter’s belief that the public interest can best be served by the conduct of thoughtfully conceived competitions to determine the architect who shall execute the public commissions. The accomplishment of this effort began in 1970—and was likened by some to the birth of an elephant—it was a somewhat frustrating experience—but was ultimately approved and issued to the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, all administrative and legislative officers of the State government, the administrative officers of all other governmental units. It was also issued to the news media, where it received considerable exposure and resultant expressions of interest and support.

The Dodge Fountain, a $2 million gift to the city of Detroit from the late Anna Thompson Dodge, proposed for erection in the Civic Center Plaza, also received the successful attention of the Chapter when the Urban Design Committee rushed in to promote the idea of an open competition for this project. As it turned out—time limitations imposed in Mrs. Dodge’s will were such that a full-blown, open competition was impractical, but a happy compromise was reached wherein the Mayor and the Council were convinced to establish a qualified committee, recommended by the Chapter, to advise them in preparing a limited list of selected artists. These artists were invited to present a proposal for a “people-oriented” fountain design. Ultimately, Isamu Noguchi, the internationally famed sculptor, was selected to create this very important focal piece for the City.

Of particular significance this year was the appointment to the Board of a representative from the student chapter of each of the two Detroit area schools of architecture. While these representatives are non-voting, members of the Board, Dennis Dimoff of Lawrence Tech, and Jim Fountain, from the University of Detroit, have already formed an invaluable link between the Board and the schools and have served as an important source of input to Chapter operations affecting student affairs. I might also mention that considerable success has already been achieved in job placement efforts for the students through the efforts of the Detroit Chapter office. An important service.

Early this year, the Vice President and I flew to Washington to attend the Annual Grassroots meeting of Component Chapter Officers of the Institute for a boxscore review of National’s past year’s accomplishments and a preview of programs to come. As we here question the effectiveness of the local Chapter activities, we also often question the effectiveness of the Institute to achieve results nationally. There, too, evidence of frustrated effort was visible but, as it has each year, evidence also of increasingly effective action and success was apparent. It was refreshing to note an itch developing in areas previously unaffected by the bite of AIA, particularly in the legislative area where our batting average has increased each year. Seminar sessions, aimed at drawing out constructive criticism from which positive action could be formulated, brought out the individual “gripes” of the chapters represented in
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the meeting. This December, another local grassroots meeting was held in the Chapter office, as it is annually, in preparation for next year’s Component Officers meeting at National headquarters.

As you know, the Detroit Chapter Board of Directors is also the Board of Directors for the Detroit Architectural Foundation. The Foundation was created by the Chapter in 1969 to organize and fund programs such as the Community Development Center. In this capacity, the Board meets each month to hear the report of the CDC Director and to determine policy and direction for further activity. Made possible by the dues increase approved by the membership in 1970, we have been able to slowly but steadily evolve the basis for a working operation, playing a small part in our professional responsibility to society.

Just now we are beginning to feel that progress is being achieved, working with such community groups as Woodward East, Virginia Park and Longfellow/Glenn and in participation with Detroit Renaissance and the Professional Skills Alliance. In February, a meeting convened in Omaha to present a proposal for a Human Resources Council, a fund-raising and people-organizing operation, proposed to support AIA and CDC activities. A specially appointed AIA-MSA joint representative attended this conference to report back concerning HRC goals.

Unionism, a constant topic of Board discussion, continues to cast a high profile and, because of this, the Professional Employment Practices Committee likewise continues in its efforts to formulate the basis of policy providing for the present and long range needs of the technical members of our profession. Mutually agreeable job descriptions, related wage rates, floating fringe benefits, vacation and sick leave policy and the like are all being evaluated by this Committee with the intent to provide individual employment benefits and long range security within the profession.

The Chapter Bylaws Committee, handling what to many may seem a dry and irrelevant part of present-day concerns but what, in actuality, is vital to the creation of a modus operandi for the Chapter, like the Chapter Advisory Committee, achieved the culmination of more than a year’s effort to revise that document, incorporating essential changes necessary to update operating procedures. This document has just been approved by the Board for release to the printer.

The Construction Industry Relations Committee—always on the ball—continued this year its constant monitoring and pursuit of improved relations between our two groups, issuing a revised and expanded document covering frequently encountered contractor-architect problems, published in Focus.

For some time now, and with increasing frequency, the Board and, indeed, many of the committee members, have questioned whether standing committees have been effective and whether, in some cases, they have really just been “make-work” activities. Early enthusiasm by volunteers, clamoring to participate in Chapter programs, very often quickly lost steam, resulting in near-zero activity and, in numerous cases, without the achievement of even a single meeting of the group. This has reinforced the Board’s concern. Several alternates to standing committees and the phasing of their activities relative to the Board’s operational year are being investigated and will be proposed for Board and membership consideration.

As reported to you by the General Convention Chairman, the year, for the very first time in the Chapter’s history, the National Convention of The American Institute of Architects met here in Detroit. This was both an honor and a challenge to our Chapter and to the City. It was a wonderful opportunity to show some of the other Chapters that Detroit is more than a factory town. While attendance was down—even below estimates based upon evaluation of 1971 national convention attendance trends—the gathering was successful both professionally and “conventionally.”

It was tremendously gratifying to have unknown visitors from such places as New York and San Francisco compliment the Chapter, not only on an effective program, but also as to how much they were enjoying the fun of our city. The entire Convention Committee—a tremendous logistical force—deserves the greatest expression of appreciation from the Chapter for its contribution to this national meeting.

Innumerable small “housekeeping” tasks—no matter how uninspiring or time-consuming they may be, also occupied the Board.

—three instances of alleged unethical practice were heard, considered and, as necessary, acted upon.
—Fellowship nominations, Detroit Chapter and MSA Gold Medal and honorary membership nominations, Board of Directors’ nominations and regional director’s nominations were prepared, presented and acted upon.
—Orchestra Hall, as proposed by the Historic Resources Committee, was considered both from the “save the building” aspect and, if it were rehabilitated, as a possible relocation for the Chapter office.
—the very important liaison between National AIA, Michigan Society, the Engineering Society of Detroit and numerous other professional groups was carried on as usual.
—membership applications were approved.

Emphasis should be placed on one very important area of our activities. That is the organization and effort provided by Ann Stacy, our Executive Director, and Rae Dumke, her assistant, who have provided the continuity necessary to produce worthwhile results.

Suffice to say that the Board continues to strive to improve the lot of our membership. It would be wonderful to be able to report to you that through our efforts this past 10 months, tremendous strides had been made in the fight to gain higher fees, to produce better architects, to police our profession and for greater legislative impact. These and other goals are, of course, what we hope to attain and, in some instances, I believe we can claim to have achieved some small measure of progress. But that is exactly what it is—a small measure.

It has long been my opinion—and I discover more and more today, the opinion of others—that until the architects are willing to produce the financial resources necessary to hire the talents of trained, experienced, professional legislative, legal, financial and public rela-
tions personnel, that we will continue to make small progress. It is an old and hackneyed adage, but it continues to be true—"It takes money to make money!" I believe it is safe to state that every one of us who has served the Chapter as an officer has agonized in the frustration of knowing that no matter how dedicated we may be as individuals, that, and I quote the words of a fellow Society officer, "We do not have the knowledge, experience or time to produce the leadership we need."

As a young man starting in the profession, I quite often asked, "What has the AIA done for me?" I said it so often that someone eventually suggested I put some effort where my mouth was and find out for myself. I got involved and very quickly realized that the part-time amateur help provided by the working architect serving on the Board will never be very effective in producing meaningful results.

Until the AIA, and I speak of local, state and national operations, becomes politically solvent, is empowered to accredit schools of architecture and control licensing, we will remain a relatively ineffectual organization with little influence even in policing our own profession. This may seem idealistic, but other professional groups have achieved these goals—they can be accomplished. To do this will take money—considerable money. Your money and mine. But I believe they are goals to be pursued. If the profession does not produce the working capital to accomplish this, does the profession have any right to expect a capital return?

Thank you.
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Flint Area Chapter President’s Report
by Donovan W. Allen, AIA

The major accomplishments of the Flint Area Chapter were, perhaps two fold:
1. The endeavors of the Chapter as a whole concerning several projects and activities;
2. The involvement of many of the Chapters members in political, civic and professional positions.

The Committee on Industrial Relations continued its participation with both the local and state organization. Through this committee, a joint meeting with the Mechanical Contractors Association was held to discuss mutual problems, and some acceptable solutions to them.

Through the efforts of the Committee on Urban Design and the Committee on Governmental Affairs, the Chapter joined the campaign along with other environmental groups and organizations for a strong City of Flint sign ordinance along the inner-city Freeway System. Ultimately, after many written comments and personal appearances by several members of the Chapter at the City of Flint commission meetings, a strong ordinance emerged controlling the visual pollution along these highway routes.

The past recommendations by these two committees for an Architectural Review Board be implemented for the City of Flint became a reality and it followed the basic guidelines as suggested by the Chapter. At the present time, two Architects have been named to this advisory board.

The Chapter’s Urban Design Committee and Commission on Community Design Center has continued its liaison with the Urban Renewal Department and the Model City program with help and assistance in their various project and programs.

The Public Relations Committee continued to supply films and speakers to interested social, business and educational groups with the emphasis placed on the environmental topic.

This Committee coupled with the Committee on Academic Training and Scholarship continued to support, advise and participate in the Genesee Community College pre-architecture co-op program. This program has approximately seventy students enrolled plus has assisted them in organizing a student chapter of the AIA. The Chapter, through the work of the Academic and Scholarship Committee supplied help and assistance to the Genesee Area Skills Center program on Architectural Graphics.

Once again the Architectural Golf League Committee supported the Chapter’s Scholarship fund with $1,000 so that the Academic and Scholarship Committee could interview those prospective recipients and award another scholarship.

The Office Procedure Committee, perhaps one of the most active of the Chapter’s Committees, conducted several successful programs. This committee advised and helped the Genesee Community College Board of Trustees and Administrative Staff in preparing and formulating guidelines to interview firms who could execute a Master Plan of the College Campus.

It also recommended to the Chapter, guidelines for the City of Flint to follow for a City Market Project Design Competition.

By the joint effort of this committee along with the State and Chapter Organizational Committee and Governmental Affairs Committee, the Chapter made a strong appeal to the MSA and its Board for a long and hard look at the needs for some type of full time Legislative Advocate. The Chapter was most pleased that the MSA Board, at the annual meeting in September, appointed a Blue Ribbon Committee to study the problem.

Individually, many of the Chapter members became involved with local civic posts such as Planning Commission Appointees, Zoning Board, Architectural Review Boards and Building Board of Appeals Members. Some of the braver ran for and were elected (and defeated) to public office. A salute to those who not only give to the full scope of their own profession, but contribute their expertise and knowledge to their community and society!

Other various programs were pursued and discussed that would benefit the profession such as other sources of professional liability insurance, hospital and health insurance programs. Other involvement for the Chapter was the annual Art Fair held by the Flint Art Institute.

On the lighter side, three events were held that the ladies could partake of. Starting in February, the Architectural Golf League Dinner Dance was held with great success. In May, a joint meeting with the Saginaw Valley Chapter was held at Zenders Hotel in Frankenmuth with comments about the NCARB examinations and requirements by its First Vice-President, Tom Sedgewick. Finally, a dinner was held in November for the presentation of the Registration Certificates to those recipients who were recently registered.

Jim Tomblinson did the honors of presenting the Certificates. Robert Gazall set the evening off with the reading of the Citation that honored S. Nurmi as member emeritus in the Institute.

Although the programs and projects that the Chapter undertook for the year were not large in number, the ones they did proceed with were nevertheless most widespread in their accomplishments. The past year has proven most beneficial and rewarding for the Chapter, its members and the community it serves.
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Chapter activities were a continuation of the momentum that thrust us into the community during the previous year.

The kiosk for rear projection of slides was used three times: once, as an advertisement for an Architectural road show from the New York Museum of Fine Arts; then, at the Western Michigan Home Show; and for other outstanding meetings were a joint meeting with the Producers Council and one fine evening with three Architects from various-sized offices, who showed slides and explained their work.

One of the most heartening things happening in our Chapter is the interest that the young Architects and Associates have, and the energy they are willing to spend when asked to help with something meaningful.

With the forthcoming officers and board, I am confident that the Grand Valley Chapter will continue to move forward with meaningful efforts for a better profession.
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Huron Valley Chapter President’s Report

by David W. Osler, AIA

The year Nineteen Seventy-One has been a year I hope, of learning. In its conclusion, I find myself looking back—wondering as usual, where it went and why we didn’t accomplish the rather conservative goals that I had adopted so confidently and thought—so realistically.

I felt in the past that we had spent far too much time concerned about our own narrow problems and interests. We seem to be afflicted with the same disease that we continually chastise the rest of society for: The criticism of self interest, of self anointment, and the lack of meaningful participation.

The problem of funding programs of community importance is apparent to all who have served as chapter officers. I had felt that we would save our money. As little as it was—for those future crisis’ which would surely be upon us. I felt there were many meaningful tasks to accomplish without expending the treasury. This then was the direction that I had sought.

I felt in the past that we had spent far too much time concerned about our own narrow problems and interests. We seem to be afflicted with the same disease that we continually chastise the rest of society for: The criticism of self interest, of self anointment, and the lack of meaningful participation.

The problem of funding programs of community importance is apparent to all who have served as chapter officers. I had felt that we would save our money. As little as it was—for those future crisis’ which would surely be upon us. I felt there were many meaningful tasks to accomplish without expending the treasury. This then was the direction that I had sought.

We did participate—more than in the past—but not nearly enough; we were concerned of others—although not deeply enough; and I think perhaps, we did do a few things which were not narrowly directed—but were oriented to the betterment of the communities in which we live. Perhaps, I should be pleased of what was done. I am sure stronger direction would have accomplished far more. But it is over now and as I look back I hope only that we have learned: That we will expand our efforts to enlighten those around us to our goals by further participation in the public forum: By expanding our interests in the young and by helping those who govern and administer so that we might together, make this a better land.
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In 1971 the Chapter was engrossed in the development of several thrusts directed towards lending our professional expertise to the betterment of our community.

The primary effort was made through the sponsorship of the Community Design Center. It was conceived as a service to the residents of the model cities neighborhood both in design services and in job training. The center has gained momentum through the year and is about to embark on many meaningful design projects. The training of model cities residents as architectural technicians has gained momentum through the year and is about to appear to have been quite successful. Two former students are now employed by Architects and one is now continuing his architectural education in college. Credit for the success of this activity can be shared by all the chapter members who freely donated evenings each month to work at the center. However, special recognition should be given to John Crouse for his chairmanship of this project.

The Civic and Governmental Affairs Committee early in the year reviewed the status of all impending changes to local zoning ordinances and building codes in the area. This committee will now be able to make some meaningful input in this area rather than default in favor of local developers. Just recently the Chapter has charged this committee with making official presentation of our recommendations and reactions to the Doxiades Associates proposals on Lansing's Central City Development Plan. This is currently under study by the chapter in a series of meetings.

Public Relations for Architects in Lansing have been lousy in the past. This year the committee made direct contacts with the local news media to ascertain where the problem lies. As might be expected we weren't without blame. However, neither was the media. The local paper has recently changed editors and this committee has reported a change in editorial policy which should improve the profession's public image in the future.

There were two discussions regarding questionable ethics by members. It was determined by the executive committee that both instances were nothing more than misinformation by the local news media.

The programs of the Chapter were relatively successful. The financial and professional commitment of the members made this year encouraging to the design center and this spirit should make this center a viable organization in the years to come. Attendance at meetings was excellent with many compliments to the Program Committee. Their agendas challenged the membership to participate and the response was gratifying.
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Northern Michigan Chapter
President's Report
by Jaye R. Miller, AIA

Our efforts in this past year have been devoted to a variety of projects. "Art Train" started its' tour of Michigan from Traverse City. The parking and landscaping for the train's setting were organized and accomplished under the direction of Robert Bell with the assistance of other chapter members and interested citizens. In conjunction with Art Train, a trailer was set up to display the Johnson, Johnson & Roy Water & River front development for Traverse City. By making this available at the same time as Art Train, the Water & River front development plans were given a much broader exposure and hopefully will be supported by more local people as it begins to develop. Planning and coordination for a first phase in its' development has been pledged by the Traverse City members of the Chapter. This effort is dedicated to the memory of Claude Kistler. Mr. Kistler was Traverse City's Building Official for many years and in that capacity earned the respect of our local people.

Active local artists were encouraged by a Chapter contribution for awards presented to the winners of last summer's art display.

Many of our members are active on the Regional Planning Commission, Local Planning Commissions and various review boards.

Chapter meetings were focused on professional programs, projects in process and fun. As usual, our best fun time is when MSA visits which was in May this year.

Although the Chapter is small and widely scattered, it is effective in influencing the many communities which we serve. It is the goal of the Chapter to continue to be cohesive, effective force in the Northern Michigan area.
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Saginaw Valley Chapter President's Report
by Jack Fealey, AIA

This has been the first full year that the Chapter has operated under the new committee structure set up in the spring of 1970. Although the new structure is more workable than the old one it is felt that the number and type of subcommittees be reviewed to eliminate any that are not active or do not have a continuous objective. Task forces can be used instead of committees where there is only one objective and a definite time limit placed on it. Also, the membership of the committees should be reviewed in an effort to get more members active. As in most organizations, we have relied on certain members to carry the major load of the Chapter. I am happy to report that the financial condition of the Chapter is in good shape. In 1970, the treasury was almost bankrupt and one of the goals set at that time was to restore a healthy balance. It now appears that the "tight money" policies of the past two years have paid off and the goal set in 1970 has been exceeded and the Chapter now has some working capital. Several projects were deferred during this period due to the lack of funds and it is hoped that action can be taken on these in the near future.

The Education Committee under Dan Toshach continues to be one of the most active in the Chapter, working closely with Delta College in its Architectural Technology Program and administering the Delta Scholarship Program. In addition it has coordinated the career counseling activities of the Chapter which has been active at several high schools in the area and at Delta College's Career Day.

The Historic Resources Committee under Peter Frantz has continued its work to compile a listing of buildings in the area which should be considered for preservation. As in the past year, the major effort has been to have the old Saginaw Post Office listed in the National Register.

The Exhibition Committee under Tom Schmidt and with a lot of hard work by the committee members put on an excellent architectural exhibit in November at the Midland Center for the Arts and it is hoped that this can become an annual event between the three cities.

The Chapter's efforts to establish a full time Community Design Center in Saginaw have continued with Art Nelson and Don Kelly carrying the major load. The main roadblock has been the obtaining of a VISTA volunteer to work in the center under the direction of the members of the Chapter. This was originally requested through the Saginaw Model Cities Program; however, this program was changed from a privately operating one to a governmental agency of the city during the past year and this has placed a further delay on the request.

Through the efforts of Les Tincknell working as a special committee of one, he has laid the ground work for the forming of the Saginaw Architects Collaborative consisting of a principal from each of the offices in Saginaw. This group will be formed for the purpose of implementing the overall planning, coordination and the individual projects for Timbertown, Inc., which is promoting the development of a historic "Lumbering Town" on Ojibway Island. Depending on approvals from governmental agencies and the availability of funds, this project could develop into one of the major recreational attractions in the Valley.

The Chapter's slide show which was completed in the previous year was presented by Wayne Schmidt to several groups. Also, all of the Chapter's films were shown several times during the year.

Other committees which have been active during the year are the Outstate Michigan AIA/AGC Committee and Inter-Industry Committee dealing with problems between the Architects and General, Mechanical and Electrical Contractors, Saginaw Valley Planning Group, Nominating, Government Affairs, Architectural Services and Continuing Education. Also, several members of the Chapter have served on MSA Committees.

The Chapter programs arranged by Bill Princ started with a tour of The Dow Chemical Company's facilities for pollution and environmental control and continued with programs on Lighting, Designing for Sound, NCARB, Registration Act, Annual Golf Outing, Investments and ended with the Annual Holiday Meeting with the wives with a private showing of the Chapter's architectural exhibit and cocktails and dinner at the Midland Center for the Arts. Also at the September meeting, a special certificate award program was held for the newly registered architects in the area—Albert Eurich and Nik Schulwitz, with Jim Tomblinson representing the State Board doing the honors. Hopefully, this will become a regular event in the future.

The Chapter deeply regreted the passing of one of our Emeritus Member, Robert Frantz, this past summer.

It has been both a pleasure and an honor to serve as President of the Chapter and I would like to thank the officers and members for the support they have given during the past year.
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Western Michigan Chapter
President’s Report

by Robert B. Tower, AIA

The Western Michigan Chapter has a geographical problem which becomes a logistics problem at the time for combined chapter functions. The membership is strung along I-94 from Benton Harbor to Jackson—a distance of 115 miles. Because of the multi-community aspect of the chapter, the traditional chapter committee structure has been very unproductive, whereas the Architects in their respective communities have taken the cue for civic responsibility. During 1971, the chapter encouraged these individual or group activities and gave chapter sanctions upon approval of the Executive Committee. Some of these activities have been:

1. Efforts of Associate Member Jim Talley to develop a community design center in Jackson to reverse the deterioration trend of the Francis Street business and residential area. The first project—a vest pocket park.

2. The Benton Harbor/St. Joseph Area has become aware of their Architects with the advent of efforts to locate and register historically significant buildings, promote a comprehensive parking study, and halt the misguided or objectionable usage of buildings in the downtown areas.

3. An injunction to restrain construction of two gas stations in Kalamazoo proposed for construction on one of the most significant entrances to the City. After a day and a half in court, a settlement was reached whereby the gas station owners agreed to comply with the design regulations of an ordinance proposed by the Kalamazoo Planning Department as design standards for drive-in commercial establishments. Subsequently, local chapter members have been actively working on committee meetings to discuss the proposed design ordinances.

4. Conduct a feasibility study to ascertain the desirability of remodeling the Kalamazoo Armory into a civic and convention center. The subsequent report to the Businessmen's organization was instrumental in convincing the Group to proceed with plans for an entirely new facility.

The objectives of this Chapter are well put by echoing the words of St. Joseph Corporate Member, William L. Awodey, AIA: “While the Institute ponders its involvement in the almost irrevocable problems of the country's major urban populated areas, the need for exposure to viable comprehensive planning and good design in Small Town USA is being grossly overlooked. It may well be that this oversight will unwittingly proliferate problems yet unimagined by today's practitioners, but fuel it will tomorrow's professionals.”

Hopefully we can continue to address ourselves to these problems, as we struggle to meet our social obligations as employers, parents, citizens,—practicing Architects.
WE’VE GOT IT! Whether it’s a complex industrial project or commercial installation, Triangle Electric has the skilled manpower, facilities, tools, and financial status to take on any contract from bid acceptance to job completion.

And behind every task undertaken by Triangle there is 48 years of solid experience in all phases of electrical contracting. Triangle’s total contracting capabilities include sound, realistic estimating as well as the efficiency and “know-how” to complete jobs on time. If it can be done, we can do it! That’s the kind of electrical “know-how” and contracting “can-do” you’ll find at Triangle. Let us quote.

TRIANGLE ELECTRIC CO.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS AND ENGINEERS
29787 Stephenson Highway • Madison Heights, Mich. 48071
(313) 399-2200

“Providing the power behind progress”.
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They may “All Look Alike” but they’re not!

This load bearing concrete masonry block may have the compressive strength of 1500 PSI to over 6000 PSI depending on its use.

You tell us what your requirements are, we’ll calculate and manufacture the correct block in any design you choose.

We make block for basements to 14 story high rises and anything in between.

Call the people you can depend on at 757-3808

De Clerk Industries INC.
6497 East Ten Mile Road
Centerline, Michigan 48015
Sample our work...

The Stroh Brewery Company did. They brew volumes of beer whose flavor is protected by the finest process-piping system available.

Glanz & Killian did the complete process-piping job in Stroh's most vital beer brewing components—the Brew House, the Stock Cellars, and the Packaging department.

No matter what demands you're planning to place on your piping system, give us a call. We have the experience, the skill and the manpower to install the mechanical work best suited to your particular job.

Glanz and Killian
COMPLETE MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION
6470 Williamson Street • Dearborn, Michigan 48126 • (313) 584-4700
INVEST 8¢ IN YOUR NEXT BUILDING!

IT MIGHT PAY BIG DIVIDENDS.
If you're planning an industrial or commercial building or a parking structure, send for details about how we can give you a quality building—fast—and save you money. Mail coupon today.

ECON-O-WALL PANELS: For one-story industrial buildings. Precast concrete panels at under $2.00 per square foot erected. Factory-built wall panels at a predictable cost for quick, economical construction. Can be painted.

PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS: A versatile building system using precast concrete components. Tailored to your requirements. Designed for large column-free areas in one-story industrial and commercial buildings.

PARKING STRUCTURES: Precast prestressed concrete provides the long-span capability so important in multi-level parking structures. Quick erection of structural members slashes construction time—structure starts producing income sooner.

TURNER-BROOKS, INC.

CARPETING
RESILIENT FLOOR COVERINGS
AND
ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL
— SINCE 1933 —

9910 DEXTER DETROIT 6, MICH.
TO 8-2470

OTHER SUPERSINE ON THE JOB

Another example of the unlimited choice of materials, alphabets, and designs available from Supersine.

• Die raised signs
• Engraved signs
• Cast signs
• Individual letters, custom designed and pictorial information signs

Phone today for complete design and advisory services...

THE SUPERSINE COMPANY
17685 FILER AVENUE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48212
TELEPHONE: 313-8230 AREA CODE 313

DOOR CLOSERS

LCN 4110 Smoothie Closer

14 BASIC MODELS
MICHIGAN REPRESENTATIVE
Robert A. Eisen & Assoc.
4264 N. Woodward, Royal Oak, MI.
48072
(313) 564-6232 or 564-5951

See our Full Line in C.S.I. Product Directory
Div. #0825, 0870, 0880, 1080
By the dawn's early light
... We clean your building with all our might.

Building Service Contractors Association
Call one today!
557-1121
28660 SOUTHFIELD RD.
LATHRUP VILLAGE, MICHIGAN 48076

CERAMIC TILE SPECIFICATION WRITING ASSISTANCE

Panel of contractors and industry representatives available to furnish installation information
(313) 353-5547
GREAT LAKES CERAMIC TILE COUNCIL Inc.
25100 Evergreen—Suite 109
Southfield, Michigan 48075

For LEAK-PROOF ROOFS specify

The only ROOFING INSPECTION SERVICE which GUARANTEES performance of roofing systems covered by the M.R.C.A. TWO YEAR warranty.

- Now serving the Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties area.

Detroit Roofing Inspection Service, Inc.
Frazier E. Wilson
General Manager
3560 E. 9 Mile Rd.
48091
Warren (313) 759-2140

A Trouble-Free Roofing System Is

- A Sound Roof Deck
- With Positive Drainage
- With Dimensionally Stable Roof Insulation
- A Four Ply Roof (Mandatory)
- With ASTM Certified Materials Only
- With Reinforced Bituminous Flashings
- With a Two Year Mich. Contractors Warranty

We're Concerned and Anxious to Help with Free, Unbiased Consultation.

Roofing Industry Promotion Fund
M. E. Smith
Exec. Secty.
3560 E. 9 Mile Rd.
48091
Warren (313) 759-2140
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Hot Mix Base for School Parking Area

The parking lot for teachers, administrators and students at Harrison High School in Farmington Township is one of sound, quality construction. Detroit Concrete Products Corp. put down 4” of hot mix asphalt base and then a wearing course of 1 1/2” on the drive areas and a 1” course on the parking areas. Schools have found that quality asphalt paving is the answer for parking, play areas, running tracks and tennis courts.
When brick is in your plans, think of the company who offers the largest selection of colors, textures and sizes in the industry — BELDEN BRICK. Architectural creativity is most effectively interpreted when your supplier provides these advantages. And that's precisely why BELDEN enjoys the reputation of the standard of comparison in the industry. When you think of brick, think of BELDEN.

Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will gladly show you the facts in the form of samples and our new 4 color brochure, or write us at P. O. Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.